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Montréal... modern facilities and attractions against a
backdrop of European history and charm where the

downtown core and historic Old Montréal shine year-round
with international festivals and events. With our innate joie
de vivre, it’s no wonder we’re rated one of the world’s most
liveable cities. With so much to discover, consider this your
personal invitation to join us for Montréal 2009... Reshaping
Transportation: Human Element & Sustainability, May 30th to
June 3rd.

The Local Arrangements Committee has been busy
organizing a series of technical presentations covering a
broad range of transportation topics, technical tours that
include our award winning BIXI, fun-filled social programs
that allow you to mix & mingle with colleagues from across
the country - including some District 1 counterparts,
specialized training opportunities in both Greenmodes and the
Canadian Capacity Guide, plus... two excellent guest
speakers.

As an added consideration we have added live simultaneous
translation services for all technical presentations. Regardless
of whether the presentation is in English or French, the
supplied multi-channel wireless headphones will provide you
with convenient multi-directional translation.

MONTRÉAL 2009
Le transport renouvelé

Dimension humaine et développement durable
30 mai au 3 juin

Reshaping Transportation
Human Element and Sustainability
May 30 to June 3

REGISTER NOW!

Download the PDF file of the Registration Form or the Preliminary Technical Program.
Téléchargez ici le formulaire d'inscription et le programme prélimininaire.

http://www.citequebec.org/pdfs/registration_form.pdf
http://www.citequebec.org/pdfs/preliminary_technical_program.pdf
http://www.citequebec.org/pdfs/formulaire_inscription.pdf
http://www.citequebec.org/pdfs/programme_technique_preliminaire.pdf
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Chris Turner is the author of the national bestseller The
Geography of Hope: A Tour of the World We Need (Random
House, 2007), which was named one of the Globe & Mail’s
Best Books of the year. He is also author of the international
bestseller Planet Simpson: How a cartoon Masterpiece
Documented an Era and Defined a Generation (2004). He
writes a monthly feature on sustainability for The Globe & Mail.

His Magazine writing - mostly for the late, great Shift
Magazine - has earned him four Canadian National Magazine
Awards and six honourable mentions, including the 2001
President’s Medal for General Excellence (the highest honour
in Canadian magazine writing). His writing and reporting on
culture, technology and the environment have also appeared
in The Independent (UK), Time Magazine, Maclean’s,
Canadian Geographic, The Walrus, Azure and Utne Reader.

GUEST SPEAKER
Chris Turner
10:30 am, June 1st

As Urban Strategies Leader for Arup, Gary Lawrence provides
thought leadership for sustainable urban development. During his
time as Planning Director for the City of Seattle, Gary led
development of “Toward a Sustainable Seattle,” the first
sustainable-focused municipal comprehensive plan in the world.

National and international recognition followed with Gary serving
as advisor to the Clinton Administration’s Council on Sustainable
Development, the UN’s Habitat II, the US Agency for International
Development, the Brazilian Urban Environment in Berlin, and the
Organization for Economic and Community Development (OECD)
(Paris) on matters of sustainable development and environmental
policy. Gary’s speeches and publications have formed the basis for
much of the current thinking on sustainable development and he
is acknowledged by Wally N’Dow as having authored “the single
most important contribution to the entire habitat process.”

PLATINUM SPONSORS
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BIXI - MONTRÉAL’S PUBLIC BIKE SYSTEM:
BIXI represents a coupling of the words

“bicycle” and “taxi”, and is the name of

Montréal’s public bike system - the first

in North America! Launched in

September 2008 with 40 self-serve

bicycles at four mobile pilot stations,

the service is expected to be deployed

in spring 2009 with 2,400 bicycles

available at 300 self-service stations in the core of the City.

This technical visit will consist of a presentation of the

project highlights, followed by a trail ride on the new

downtown extensions of Montréal Bikeways. This tour is

repeated each day of the conference.

JUNE 2
MONTRÉAL METRO:
Visit the new state of the art improvements to the metro.

PORT OF MONTRÉAL:
With an intermodal transport system that is the envy of the

competition, the Port of Montréal is the unparalleled

gateway into North America.

JUNE 3
VILLE-MARIE TUNNEL:
The first tunnel complex - known as the “Ville Marie

Tunnel” - is comprised of 8.4 kilometers (5.2 miles) of

tunnels ranging in width from one to five lanes. Built for not

only the Ville Marie Autoroute, but also to allow

connections to the Bonaventure Autoroute. The tunnels

were built using a “cut and cover” process in which

workers cut trenches for the tunnel and covered them as

work progressed. A number of ventilation fans circulate air

and remove exhaust from the tunnel. Visit will include the

control center which regulates the entire highway network

around Montréal, and a visit of the tunnel itself and

surrounding area. This technical visit is within walking

distance of the hotel.

The Edison Best New Product Awards are

among the most elite accolades honouring

excellence in marketplace and

technological innovation as well as

societal impact.

MONTRÉAL’S BIXI BIKE SYSTEM WON THE

GOLD AWARD IN THE CATEGORY OF

ENERGY AND SUSTAINABILITY.
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2009 Edison

Award Winner

THURSDAY, JUNE 4th - TRAINING

GREENMODES: PROMOTING SUSTAINABLE
TRANSPORTATION THROUGH SITE DESIGN

Promoting Sustainable Transportation Through Site Design

recommends site design practices that can be applied to promote

the use of more sustainable modes of passenger transportation

such as walking, cycling, ridesharing and transit.

(http://greenmodes.net/)

CANADIAN CAPACITY GUIDE

Updated in 2008, the Canadian Capacity Guide is based on the

current experience of practicing traffic engineers, transportation

educators and students across Canada, and a considerable body of

Canadian and international research. Techniques included allow the

user to analyze various situations and intersection configurations,

and emphasizes the importance of a clear definition of the

objectives of signal operation at a specific location. It also provides

an understanding of the role that the intersection plays in the travel

patterns, public transportation, and both motorized and non-

motorized modes of transportation. Download CCG Training Course

outline (English) (Français) (Word document).

NOTE: The software for both Greenmodes and the
Canadian Capacity Guide can be purchased with your

conference registration.

http://greenmodes.net/
http://www.citequebec.org/docs/ccg_training_en.doc
http://www.citequebec.org/docs/ccg_training_fr.doc


IN THIS ISSUE

With the upcoming annual conference, we have given front page

billing to Montréal in this edition of Transportation Talk. The start of

June should be a beautiful time to visit this amazing world-class

city. I am excited as the conference is shaping up quite nicely to

be a memorable event. Jean-Philippe Desmarais, as Conference

Chair, has been working feverishly with the rest of the Local

Arrangements Committee to put the finishing touches on the

conference.

Also in this issue is a Member Spotlight with Ryan Vanderputten.

Ryan has played a growing role within our organization and is likely

recognizable to many of you in ITE. Ryan works for the City of

Calgary and is currently the Section President of Southern Alberta.

Most of our members are with consulting firms and we always

struggle to get a more public sector members involved. As a

public sector employee, hopefully Ryan is able to provide some

insight into the value of his membership in ITE.

TWO-YEAR TERM WRAP-UP

My two-year presidency comes to a close after the Montréal

conference and my mandate has really revolved around the theme

of communication.

The accomplishments during this time have truly been driven as a

team effort that has involved the work of the entire Executive. To

Jim, Mike, Gene, Jeannette, as well as our

two District Administrators during this

time, I owe you many thanks for moving

the organization forward and working

tirelessly at your CITE jobs while

working at your “other” jobs.

Here are a few of the highlights from the past two years:

• We have made a conscious effort to make our ventures either

revenue-neutral (CITE website maintenance) or preferably

revenue-generating (e.g. Transportation Talk). The revenues

are generated by advertising and a better product has, in

turn, resulted in more advertising interest. The revenues will

be reinvested to make sure the information we provide to

members is current, valuable and readily accessible.

• Our annual conferences continue to offer excellent technical

content, a local flavour and have been very well-attended.

• Our membership continues to grow at a record pace. During

my time we have grown by almost 20 percent to around

1,650 members in Canada.

• We are currently working on starting new Student Chapters

at the University of Alberta, Lakehead University and the

University of Saskatchewan. Additionally, a new Southern

Alberta Chapter has just got underway in Lethbridge.

• The TLC is working collaboratively developing new projects

with input from many members. We are also delivering

workshops on such products as the Canadian Capacity Guide

and the Greenmodes software.

• We are completing the Strategic Plan update for the Canadian

District and looking forward to handing off this mandate to

the new Executive.

• We are outsourcing specific tasks and roles, such as the new

Communications Coordinator role, with the intent to elevate

the visibility of CITE to both members and the public.

• We are collaborating more regularly with the Section

Presidents through bi-annual conference calls, regular emails

and in-face meeting opportunities.

• We have spent time visiting the various Sections. I was able

to personally visit all but one of the Sections during my two

year term.

It has been a pleasure to serve you for the past two years. Hope

to see you in Montréal. Make sure to say bonjour when you see

me in the hallways at the conference.

Best regards,

PRESIDENT’S

MESSAGE
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This is a truly dynamic and exciting time for ITE, despite the
economic climate. There are challenges, to be sure, but ITE is
focusing increasingly on issues and initiatives that are important to
the membership and to the profession at large.

Before I get to the exciting stuff, just a quick economic note: the
number of members who have not paid their dues has gone up quite
a bit. I suspect that a lot of this may be more the result of people
moving jobs recently, rather than the economic downturn. If you’re
one of those who are in arrears, think about the value you get from
ITE, and get online to renew, please! If you have an issue that’s
stopping you, please tell the Executive about it... let’s work it out.

It’s great to see that CITE’s growth continues to lead ITE as a whole.
When I go the Board meetings, I’m always asked for the secret of
our success. I think it’s quite simply a testament to the energy and
commitment of all the volunteers who participate actively in CITE,
either at the Section or Chapter level, or through the Technical
Liaison Committee, or in other venues. Let’s keep it up! And for
those of you who aren’t volunteering, well, you don’t know what
you’re missing. If you want to get off the bench and into the game,
we’ll be happy to involve you.

Now for the interesting initiatives... every year ITE works on a
number of “mega-issues” - sounds a bit like something from a
graphic novel, doesn’t it - “The X-Men and their Mega-Issues.” But
right now the mega-issue is the “Nexus between the Economy,
Energy and the Environment.” A task force is working on developing
products and forums that can be of service to ITE members and
society at large with respect to this defining issue for our times.
Right now, we are working on this as the theme for 2010 Technical
Conference (to be held in beautiful Savannah, GA), and also on a
scan of best practices and resources that can be made available to
the members. Hopefully an issue of the ITE Journal will be dedicated
to this theme later this year. If you’re interested in participating, if you
have an idea for an article, or just have ideas to add, please let me
know.

The ITE Board has also been working for quite a while on the new
ITE Strategic Plan. Developing documents like this is hard work,
believe it or not. I was hoping it would be up the web by now, but
apparently this is still in progress. Anyway... the Strategic Plan has a
new mission statement for ITE: “To be the principal source of
professional expertise, knowledge and ideas promoting
transportation science and principles internationally.” It goes on to
articulate the core purpose as “To advance transportation knowledge
and practices for the benefit of society.” From those starting points, it
defines core values, and goals for the three to five year horizon. ITE’s
Board is now developing actions for 2009 and beyond. The Strategic
Plan will continue to drive the Board’s direction for the coming years.
I will endeavour to have it posted on the website.

The Technical Conference in Phoenix was a success despite the
economy, in terms of a good learning experience. Yes, attendance

was down, but there were still many good presentations and
perhaps more importantly, informal exchange of helpful information.
For example, the Signals Self Assessment Conversation Circle was a
highlight of the gathering. You may remember that CITE participated
in the Self Assessment; 28 municipalities completed the survey, and
CITE produced the 2007 Canadian National Traffic Signal Report
Card. Preparations are underway to conduct the next assessment,
likely in 2010. In the meantime, though, your agency can continue to
use the online tool for periodic self-assessments, through
www.ite.org

A representative of the City of Austin, Texas, Ali Mozdbar, provided
his experience in use of the self-assessment to improve his city’s
signals management performance. The City has 856 signals. They
shifted their operational focus from a reactive mode (under which
they focused on addressing resident complaints as quickly as
possible) to a proactive mode, under which they now focus on
preventative maintenance and adjusting signal timing plans. They
have created more signal timing plans to address varying conditions.
The City has found this significantly reduces citizen and political
frustration. The representative also noted the importance of
documenting any program changes.

Eddie Curtis, the second expert speaker in the conversation circle, is
a representative of the Office of Professional Development at the
Federal Highway Administration. Mr Curtis does audits of municipal
signal systems. He noted that frequently systems have no mission
statement, which leads to poor performance because of lack of
specific goals and performance measures. A good starting point is to
ask the question “what is traffic signal operations?” This leads to
prioritization of activities, and definition of preventative maintenance
objectives. He also noted the importance of training and/or adding
staff when upgrading technology - many U.S. agencies do not have
training or certification requirements for positions. Mr. Curtis’ agency
is working on a template for the components of a traffic signals
management program, to provide enhanced guidance.

Lastly, I want to encourage all of you to attend the District
Conference in Montréal. It’s a great city, and they are planning a
unique and stimulating conference! Venez!

...................................... Jim Gough, P.Eng., FITE
District Director

DIRECTOR’SM
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http://www.ite.org
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In the winter issue of Transportation Talk we
asked you “In your opinion, are Canadian
universities producing enough transportation
engineers to address industry needs?” The
following are the results...

Yes = 2
No = 20

Question:

What is your impression of the new CITE website?

www.cite7.org

Large Improvement

Moderate Improvement

No Improvement

A Disappointment

POLL

Do you have a

question for the

membership? Email

Transportation Talk

and we will consider

your question for a

future issue.

Note: Click on one of the above answers to submit your response by email. The Managing Editor reserves the right to
include and/or edit commentary accordingly in the subsequent issue with Poll results. Names will not be published,
unless specifically requested. Responses received after May 29, 2009, will not be included in Poll results.

MEMBER’S

CITE WEBSITE

RESULTS
MEMBER’S POLL

CANADIAN UNIVERSITIES

mailto:members_poll@cite7.org?subject=Large Improvement
mailto:members_poll@cite7.org?subject=Moderate Improvement
mailto:members_poll@cite7.org?subject=No Improvement
mailto:members_poll@cite7.org?subject=A Disappointment
http://www.cite7.org


As far as I know they produce none. They produce Civil Engineers
who took a few transportation classes. If you want to be a
Transportation Engineer I think you need to go to school in the U.S.
I could be wrong.

----------------------------------

In my opinion, Canadian universities are not producing enough
transportation engineers to address industry needs. From my
experiences as a recent graduate, there are many more jobs than
engineers to fill them - not just in transportation engineering. The
market has a strong demand for transportation engineers, and
there are many jobs available.

----------------------------------

Transportation Engineering curriculum is being sacrificed at
“notable” universities and no one seems to notice. You can get a
degree in Civil from Queen’s and never take a transpo course.
Ridiculous.

----------------------------------

The answer must be YES since a number of public sector entities
(MTO plus several municipalities) are now specifying that traffic
impact studies must be stamped by professional engineers. So
there must be an ample supply of engineers to prepare and
stamp, as well as review, this sector of “transportation
engineering.” If, however, the preparation of anything
transportation-related (what’s next, travel demand forecasts?) is
going to require only the seal of approval of transportation
engineers, then the answer will change to NO.

----------------------------------

As a recent graduate from the University of British Columbia, I felt
that transportation courses were lacking for undergraduate
students. The first transportation course available to civil
engineering undergraduates was in third year, second term. By
this time, the program had already exposed students to several
structural-related courses, a geotechnical course, a hydrology
course, and sustainability courses. Furthermore, this was the only
“required” transportation course in the program, compared to the
six or so “required” structural courses. During my time at UBC,
there were only two listed “elective” courses for transportation,
one of which was not offered that year due to a professor leaving
on sabbatical. Coupled with the fact that civil engineering students
enter the department wanting to go into a structural stream
(echoed in the Transportation Talk article), there is not much of an

opportunity for students to be exposed to transportation
engineering.

While some of the issue rests with the universities themselves,
I also believe that industry could also do more to attract students
into the discipline. I’ve heard on several occasions that
consultants and public agencies alike are in need of transportation
professionals, but at industry nights and September BBQs, they
are nowhere to be found (or at least not the transportation
department). Well…that’s not true - transportation professionals
do come out to the UBC ITE industry night, and it has been well
attended for several years now. However, that is essentially
preaching to the converted. In my opinion, not only do
transportation professionals need to come out to the more general
industry nights to attract students, they need to have ongoing
conversations with the universities to help shape the programs so
that new graduates will have the desired skill set to enter the
workforce. The industry needs to act as advocates to the
universities to help build the transportation programs, because
from personal experience, it is hard for a department head to take
students seriously (not to mention undergrad students, and the
relatively low number of students who actually want more courses
in transportation engineering).

Having said that, it is positive to see this topic discussed in
Transportation Talk. Now having created more awareness of the
issue, I hope that changes will be made for the future and that
transportation engineering will be as strong a discipline as the
other fields in civil engineering.

----------------------------------

Spring 2009 7

THE FUTURE OF

Transportation Education in Canada
MEMBER’S POLL COMMENTS
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Please describe what attracted you to transportation
engineering?

I spent my last two years of high school overseas (Malaysia). It
was amazing to see the transformation of a developing country
through infrastructure investment - new roads, bridges,
roundabouts, light-rail transit. Two lane rural roads were being
upgraded to new six-lane arterials; a traffic signal by my high
school was being replaced with a multi-level flyover with a

roundabout underneath. The country was booming in the early
1990s - it opened my eyes to the role of transportation
engineers.

If asked to speak to a class of engineering students, how
would you recommend it as a profession?

I think the biggest skill I learned in University was how to think.
While I have never had to design a dam or a building, the ability

MEMBER HIGHLIGHT

Academic Achievements & Professional Designations:

P. Eng. (Alberta)

At which educational institution(s) did you earn your degree?

University of Waterloo, B.A.Sc., Civil Engineering
(1999)
University of Calgary, M.Eng., Civil Engineering
(2008)

What was your first job after University?

Transportation Planning Engineer - Urban Systems,
Kelowna

Current employment:

Manager, Development Services
Transportation Planning, City of Calgary

When did you join CITE?

1999

What roles/positions have you taken on as a member of CITE?

Secretary, BC Interior Chapter (1999)
Secretary-Treasurer, BC Interior Chapter (2000)
Publicity Coordinator, Southern Alberta Section
(2002-03)
Secretary, Southern Alberta Section (2004-07)
Vice-President, Southern Alberta Section (2008)
President, Southern Alberta Section (2009)

Married with Children?

Wife Sarah, plus one energetic pre-school boy with
another child on the way.

Current city/prov of residence:

Calgary, AB

Personal hobbies:

Bass Guitar, Sports Memorabilia, Spending time
with family
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RYAN

to think logically and work through problems has enabled me to
take on new tasks and solve problems that weren’t directly
taught in school.

During your career to date, have you pursued any
professional designations through ITE? If no, do you plan to
in the future?

I have not pursued any professional designations. I have thought
about taking the refresher courses, mainly to keep my technical
skills fresh, but I don’t plan on pursuing any of the designations.

Who has had the greatest influence on your life and
career?

My parents have had the greatest influence on my life,
challenging me through school, and fully supporting any
adventure I went on. My dad is an engineer, but I never really
knew what an engineer did until I asked him the summer before
Grade 12! It seemed like an exciting career path that matched
my skill set - so I ended up cramming all my science courses into
my final year of high school to get the pre-requisites for
engineering.

Projecting yourself into the future, from an end-of-career
perspective, what will you hope to have accomplished?

As a Transportation Planning Engineer, I realize that most of my
decisions have long term implications for how a city is shaped.
Unfortunately, I will be much further along in my career before I
realize the success (or otherwise) of my actions. As such, I try to
learn from other people’s actions before me!

I think the biggest shift that I hope to contribute to is a city where
more mobility choices are more available to all citizens, and
communities are shaped around walking, cycling and transit, not
just the automobile.

If you did not pursue engineering as a career choice, did
you have another career in mind?

When I was applying for universities, I had applied to the
Business Program at StFX. They were the first to offer me
admission, and even threw a few scholarships my way to entice

me to come out. It was more of a backup plan in case I couldn’t
get into Engineering school.

What is the first thing people most commonly ask or say
when they find out you are a transportation engineer?

They typically ask if I can change the signal timings for them.
Those that don’t realize that there are probably over 100
transportation engineers with the City of Calgary ask if I am
working on “Project X”. Most people tend to associate
transportation engineers with the large infrastructure projects that
are highly visible.

What is the most daring thing you’ve done in your lifetime
(that you’re willing to see in print)?

It’s pretty sad when this is the toughest question to come up
with a good answer. I like to consider myself a risk taker, but I’ve
never jumped out of an airplane, bungee jumped, streaked
across a football field or outrun an avalanche.

What is the last book that you read, or are currently reading?
I love to research a variety of topics (which sometimes leaves
little room in my head for the important stuff)! I am a big fan of
non-fiction books, especially business and finance books. I don’t
get too much time to read though…

I am currently reading Traffic by Tom Vanderbilt (you know you
are a transportation engineer when…!) It is a fascinating book
about the social aspect of traffic and why people drive the way
they do.

Have you ever met anyone you consider famous?
Not really. I guess the only one close is a girl I went to high
school with was on the first season of “For Love or Money”!
Does that count?!

What is the single greatest satisfaction you take from the
engineering profession?

Knowing that I have the ability to make the city I live in a better
place for future generations.

VANDERPUTTEN
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STUDENT CHAPTER ADVISOR
At educational institutions nationwide, engineering enrollment is
decreasing while the demand for skilled transportation engineers
is increasing. The role of educators in promoting the
transportation engineering profession has never been more
critical.

Specifically, the purpose of a Student Chapter is to promote the
advancement of transportation engineering by fostering the close
association of students with both the profession and the
Institute; to acquaint students with topics of interest in
transportation engineering through competent speakers and of
Chapter-sponsored trips; to foster the development of
professional spirit, to promote common interests among students
and to encourage the enhancement and optimization of facilities
for transportation engineering study. Although the programs and
activities of each student chapter vary greatly, the goal of
introducing students to the transportation profession and
supplementing their classroom and laboratory experiences must
be maintained.

ROLE & RESPONSIBILITIES

The Student Chapter Advisor supports Chapter growth and
development, ensures continuity through the successful
transition of successive leadership, acts as an ITE liaison, and
promotes both the professional and academic welfare of
Chapter members. The following is a highlight of some Advisor
responsibilities:

• support the development of a new ITE Student Chapter at
your institution, if not already in place.

• actively recruit quality leaders at both the undergraduate and

graduate levels.

• support member recruitment activities.

• assist with on-site technical presentations by suggesting
topics and points of contacts.

• support students’ participation in technical projects by offering
to provide technical oversight as needed. Technical project
activities can sometimes serve dual roles providing academic
credit or points towards completion of a class.

• help identify sources of in-house institutional support for
activities or to request the funding assistance.

• where appropriate, co-author presentations or publications for
ITE forums with student members. These can be reports of
preliminary findings of a sponsored project, results of a non-
sponsored project or other.

• actively support the outstanding efforts of your student
leaders and members.

BENEFITS & INCENTIVES
All academic advisors of CITE Student Chapters are offered the
following incentives to promote student participation in ITE:

• Payment of annual membership dues, conditional based on
report submission on actions taken to encourage student
membership and activity in ITE;

• Payment of the registration fee for the CITE Annual
Conference, conditional based on conference attendance; and

• $500 reimbursement for resource purchases through ITE, one-
time allowance.

DID YOU KNOW?

The 2009 ITE Quad Conference is fast approaching! Please circle the dates on your calendar, then register
online at www.citevancouver.org/quad/registration/

The annual ITE Quad conference is hosted each year by one of the four Pacific Northwest ITE sections: Greater
Vancouver, Vancouver Island, Washington State, and Oregon State. In 2008 the Quad conference was held in
Victoria (BC) in conjunction with the CITE Annual Meeting. For more information about the Conference, please
visit our website.

http://www.citevancouver.org/quad
http://www.citevancouver.org/quad/registration/
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UPDATE
TECHNICAL LIAISON COMMITTEE

I would like to thank all the members that responded to our call for
volunteers. The results indicate that we may have three technical
projects fully underway by the May AGM. The school site design
project has about fifteen members now, and is headed by David Hill
(ICBC Vancouver (BC) david_hill@shaw.ca) as Chair. This project was
started a number of years ago but slowed down as a result of
volunteer burn out. We’ve learned our lesson and the TLC will ensure
that this won’t happen again by providing all the support required.

The next project that we hope to kick off is the traffic calming
project. This project attracted five volunteers to it and will be Chaired
by Manoj Dilwaria (Delcan (ON) m.dilwaria@delcan.com).

Finally, the roundabout project attracted five volunteers as well and
will be Chaired by Lincoln MacDonald (Morrison Hershfield (ON)
LMacDonald@morrisonhershfield.com).

Although the scope of the last two projects have not been developed
we are very hopeful that these volunteers will be kicking off great
projects at the May AGM. If you are interested in any of these
projects please contact the Committee Chairs or myself.

At our TLC meeting held the last week of February in Toronto it was
approved that we expand our current membership to include Ekke
Kok - Calgary. Ekke will make a great addition to our coordinating
team.

Also note on the international level that the TLC will be looking for
volunteers that sit on international councils to be appointed as
liaisons to the TLC. If you are interested please let me know. Formal
calls to seek interested members will be made later.

If anyone has any questions please contact me.

Mike Skene, Chair
Technical Liaison Committee (TLC)
mskene@blvdgroup.ca

COMING EVENTS

2009
MAY

1-2 2009 ITE Quad Conference: Vancouver, BC
www.citevancouver.org/quad

10-13 ITS Canada 12th Annual Conference and
General Meeting: Edmonton, AB
http://www.itscanada.ca/edmonton2009/index.htm

24-27 Canadian Transportation Research Forum:
Victoria, BC
http://www.ctrf.ca/future_conferences.htm

MAY/JUNE

30-03 CITE District Annual Meeting: Montréal, QC
http://www.citequebec.org

JUNE

08-10 Canadian Multidisciplinary Road Safety
Conference: Saskatoon, SK
http://www.carsp.ca/cmrsc.htm

10-13 Congress for the New Urbanism 17: Denver,
CO
http://www.cnu.org/

AUGUST

09-12 ITE 2009 Annual Meeting and Exhibit:
San Antonio, TX
http://www.ite.org/meetcon/index.asp

OCTOBER

7-9 10th International Conference on Walking
and Liveable Communities 2009: New York, NY
http://www.walk21.com/conferences/newyork.asp

18-21 Transportation Association of Canada Annual
Conference and Exhibition: Vancouver, BC
http://www.tac-
atc.ca/english/annualconference/generalinfo.cfm

http://www.citevancouver.org/quad
http://www.itscanada.ca/edmonton2009/index.htm
http://www.ctrf.ca/future_conferences.htm
http://www.citequebec.org
http://www.carsp.ca/cmrsc.htm
http://www.cnu.org/
http://www.ite.org/meetcon/index.asp
http://www.walk21.com/conferences/newyork.asp
http://www.tac-atc.ca/english/annualconference/generalinfo.cfm
mailto:david_hill@shaw.ca?subject=Technical Liaison Committee
mailto:m.dilwaria@delcan.com?subject=Technical Liaison Committee
mailto:LMacDonald@morrisonhershfield.com?subject=Technical Liaison Committee
mailto:mskene@blvdgroup.ca?subject=Technical Liaison Committee
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BACKGROUND: WHY THE CCG WAS
ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED

The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) covers the entire range of
transportation facilities, however, signalized intersections are a
special case. City structures, geometric design practices, and
driver behaviour are unique, and the HCM results in the 1970s
were not accurate for Canadian conditions.

Canadian analysis and design for signalized intersections have a
long tradition based in many aspects on British/Australian research
and techniques. These factors, and the critical importance of
signalized intersections in urban networks, resulted in the need for
a specifically Canadian document, which led to the development of
the Canadian Capacity Guide (CCG).

EVOLUTION OF THE GUIDE

The CCG was developed by CITE in 1984, and enhanced for the
2nd Edition in 1995. This is truly a comprehensive guide to
planning, designing and evaluating signalized intersections. It
focuses on the individual intersection.

The 2nd Edition also includes detailed comparisons with the HCM,
procedures for data collection surveys and a worked example.

The 3rd edition of the CCG contains:

• More user-friendly layout and text
• Four worked examples, covering the range of

conditions most practitioners would face, allowing
them to develop an excellent understanding of the
CCG process

• Updates on evolving topics - e.g. traffic responsive
operation, transit priority, safety

• Expanded discussion on Level of Service
• Saturation flow data expanded to include data from

across the country

CCG DESERVES TO BE SUPPORTED

This is the most comprehensive project undertaken by CITE. It is: 

• An excellent reference on the topic
• A rigorous method for the analysis of signalized

intersections
• Comprehensive in including numerous measures of

performance 

Its use has decreased due to the rise of newer HCS and Synchro
software, so its potential has not been exploited fully. The new
InterCalc software begins to address that issue. It also includes a
digital link with Synchro, to improve intersection planning.

It can be a tool needed to accomplish important goals:

• Training – in schools and for ongoing professional
development

• Better planning of intersections
• Incorporation of Canadian data

COMING THIS FALL...

Full-day training seminars on intersection capacity analysis,
focusing on the CCG and the InterCalc software, are being planned
for the fall of 2009 across the country. These seminars will be
highly beneficial to technical staff irrespective of the software
currently in use because of the focus on understanding the
methods and procedures for analyzing intersections. Look for
announcements of dates in the next issue of Transportation Talk.

WHY SUPPORT THE
CANADIAN CAPACITY
GUIDE?
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CANDIDATES FOR ITE
INTERNATIONAL VICE PRESIDENT

W. Hibbett Neel, P.E., ITE Fellow
President/CEO, Neel-Schaffer Inc., Jackson, MS, USA 

I am honored to have been nominated as a 
candidate for Vice President. ITE has been an 
important part of my professional career and I 
am looking forward to applying my experience 
to help make ITE an even stronger organization. 

ITE is the worldwide advocate for 
effective transportation solutions. ITE provides for the 
professional development needs of its members. I am 
committed to strengthening this mandate in every way 
possible. 

In addition to supporting our technical professional 
development initiatives and the many specialty councils, I will 
focus on the following goals: 

Expand marketing of ITE and the transportation 
profession to ensure funding of transportation 
improvements. 
Support professional development of our members to 
provide the training we need to be recognized as 
transportation leaders. 
Support student chapters and the professional 
development of our young professionals. 

For more details, please visit:
www.ite.org/candidates/hibbettneel

Elected ITE Offices Held
1st President/Co-founder–Deep South Division (Section) 
All offices–Southern Section (District)  
Representative–Southern District 5 to the International 
Board of Direction 

ITE Committees
District

o Southern District Annual Meeting Local Arrangements 
Committee–Chairman (three times) 

International 
o Southern District 5–Representative 
o Ethics Task Force–Chairman  
o Policy and Legislative Committee–Chairman 
o Recruitment, Retention, Reactivation (3R) Committee–

Chairman 
ITE Councils

Transportation Consultants–Chairman 
Transportation Expert Witness–Executive Committee  
Traffic Engineering  

ITE Awards
Deep South Section–Outstanding Service Award 
Southern District–Herman J. Hoose Distinguished Service 
Award 
Southern Section–Marble J. Hensley Individual Activity 
Award 

Robert C. Wunderlich, P.E., ITE Fellow 
Senior Managing Director–Transportation and Engineering, City of Garland, TX, USA 

Vision for ITE
Give all professionals working on transportation issues a 
home in ITE.
Build upon our clear leadership in the staples of the 
profession so that we have the information we need to do 
our jobs. 
Explore and understand the larger issues of society so that 
we are positioned to address them. 
Provide professionals with electronic, virtual workspaces 
so that we can easily collaborate on boards, councils and 
committees.
Make sure our members can access the vast amount of 
knowledge we have developed – quickly and easily, from 
wherever we work in the world.
Tell the world about our capabilities. We need to make 
sure that public leaders understand that our expertise is 
vital to solving transportation problems. 

Why Robert?
Robert leads.  He has consistently accepted and succeeded in 
leadership positions in ITE, his career and community 
Robert knows that the strength of ITE lies within its members 
and their efforts to make themselves and their profession 
better. 
Robert innovates. He brought a teen driving safety program 
to Garland that has been introduced into all the high schools. 
Robert listens and acts. He started student presentation 
poster sessions at District Meetings after consulting with 
student members about their needs. 
Robert understands the big picture and the day-to-day needs 
of ITE members.  Although he is on his city’s executive 
management team, he still practices transportation engineering 
with his staff. 

For more details, please visit: 
www.robert4.ite.org

“Every day our members work to make the world’s transportation systems better.  Our members care whether 
people can walk, ride, drive or be driven safely and efficiently. It’s important work–work that makes a difference 
in peoples’ lives. We do it with passion, caring, and a sense of responsibility that goes beyond ourselves.” 

http://www.ite.org/candidates/hibbettneel
http://www.robert4.ite.org
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 www.aecom.com

Global reach. Local knowledge.

At AECOM, we work with our clients to achieve sustainable 
transportation systems that alleviate congestion and create 
liveable streets and communities. We have ranked #1 for 
Transportation and Mass Transit/Rail in the Engineering News 
Record Design Firm Sourcebook for the last seven years.

With more than 4,000 professionals in Canada, including 
800 transportation specialists, AECOM provides the complete 
engineering, consulting and project management expertise needed 
to deliver today’s complex infrastructure projects. Our strong local 
presence is supported by AECOM’s 43,000 employees in over 

100 countries worldwide.

Transportation

In 2005, CITE released its acclaimed technical report Promoting Sustainable
Transportation Through Site Design. This resource helps to better design
non-residential development sites that promote accessibility by walking,
cycling, ridesharing and transit. Significant resources have been invested
into both the original report, and the complementary software
development… Greenmodes. This web-based knowledge transfer software
has been extensively tested, and is now ready for use by transportation
engineers, urban planners, architects, and land developers.

THE WORKSHOP PROGRAM

Each Section has been invited to host a workshop on the use of
Greenmodes. If you are interested in attending please use the list on the
right to contact your Section Representative, and let them know of your
interest. CITE also asks that you also recommend the workshops to any
urban planners and architects in your contact list.

By attending one of these workshops you not only help promote CITE’s
software initiative, you also receive hands-on and interactive software
training, PLUS... all the workshop profits remain with your Section to help
fund future events.

mailto:mjacobson@blvdgroup.ca?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:secretary@citevancouver.org?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:cite.bcinteriorchapter@gmail.com?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:bpeters@ibigroup.com?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:ryan.vanderputten@calgary.ca?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:nathan.gray@aecom.com?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:j_regehr@umanitoba.ca?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:kari.fellows@ontario.ca?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:soldoe@sympatico.ca?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:julia.salvini@metrolinx.com?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:vanessa.black@ottawa.ca?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:pbourque@videotron.ca?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
mailto:crossdw@gov.ns.ca?subject=Greenmodes Workshops
www.aecom.com


GREATER VANCOUVER

UBC Student Chapter Industry Night:: February 25th, 2009

ITE Greater Vancouver’s UBC Student Chapter held their 7th
annual Industry Night and Student Presentation on February 25th.
This event provides an opportunity for students (undergraduate
and graduate alike) to meet and network with professionals in the
transportation industry, as well as allow students to showcase
their knowledge through presentations.

After a mingling session and introductions by various companies,
the student presentation competition was held. The top four
results are:

• 1st Place: Mohamed El Esawey (Graduate)
• 2nd Place: Elham Boozarjomehri (Graduate)
• 3rd Place: Daniel Lai, Louis Cheung, and Linda Qian Lin

(Undergraduate)
• 4th Place: Ivan Chu, Becky Lai, and Vincent Wong

(Undergraduate)

The event was once again a great success, thanks to the Student
Chapter Executive lead by Shewkar Ibrahim (President) and the
Chapter Advisor Dr. Tarek Sayed.

Please visit our website www.citevancouver.org for more up-to-
date news and events.

UBC Industry Night: Thomas Kwan, Greater Vancouver Section
President addressing students and professionals

UBC Industry Night: L-R
Shewkar Ibrahim
(President) and Dr. Tarek
Sayed (Chapter Advisor)
congratulate Mohamed El
Esawey on winning the
Student Presentation
competition

SOUTHERN ALBERTA

The Southern Alberta Section continues to host monthly
luncheons on a variety of topics every third Tuesday. Since the
beginning of 2009, the topics have included:

• Calgary ParkPlus System: Dale Fraser, Calgary Parking
Authority

• Quarry Park Development: Gillian Lawrence - Director
of Planning, Remington Development Corporation

• Dealing with Difficult People: Matthew Page-Hanify,
Dale Carnegie & Associates Inc.

Attached are pictures from the some of the luncheons this year.
Future luncheon topics will include a student papers competition,
and a talk on Development of a Calgary HOV Network.

SECTIONNews
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In an effort to expand ITE’s presence outside of the Calgary region,
ITE Southern Alberta is working to establish a Lethbridge Chapter.
The first meeting was held on April 15th, and attended by
15 transportation professionals from the City of Lethbridge,
Alberta Transportation and a number of local engineering
consultants. Naveed Butt, P.Eng., Planning Engineer with Alberta
Transportation presented on Modern Roundabouts. Many thanks
to Chris Poirier for getting this Chapter up and running.

The Section also supports the ITE Toastmasters group that meets
twice a month, and offers a great forum to improve
communication skills, get over fears of public speaking and learn
skills that will help lead to successes. For more information on
Section activities check www.itesa.org.

MANITOBA

The ITE Manitoba Section holds monthly lunch meetings for
transportation professionals in the province. Each month,
presentations are given by guest speakers on a variety of
transportation engineering topics of interest to transportation
professionals. Luncheons are regularly sponsored by a local
company/organization involved with ITE.

So far in 2009 the ITE Manitoba Section has held four luncheons.
Topics this year have covered a wide range of transportation
issues, including Road Safety on Alternative Delivery Projects,
Child and Youth Friendly Land Use and Transportation Planning:
Guidelines for Manitoba, ITS Initiatives at Winnipeg Transit and the
Regina General Hospital Parking Study. Our final meeting before
the summer break is scheduled for early May. Some additional
initiatives are being planned in cooperation with the University of
Manitoba Student Chapter for the next few months, including
several workshops and a golf tournament. Our monthly meetings
will resume in the fall.

A new Executive was elected at our first meeting in 2009.
The new ITE Manitoba Section Executive includes:

• Kerra Mruss, President
• Cindy Desjardine, Vice-President
• Jon Regehr, Secretary
• Bjorn Radstrom, Treasurer
• Glenn Cuthbertson, Past President

We wish to thank Jeannette Montufar, Ph.D., P.Eng. for her
outstanding contribution and leadership to the ITE Manitoba
Section over the years she has served on the Executive.

NATIONAL CAPITAL

Greetings from Ottawa, and the National Capital Section (NCS)!

The NCS have recently had the honor of visits by two ITE
dignitaries. Bruce Belmore, CITE President, presided as a judge in

our Student Presentation Competition, held at Carleton University.
This year was the first time in several years that we have held the
competition, and we were happy to report that three teams from
Carleton, and one from The University of Ottawa entered. The
winning team included students: Su-Yaw Cheah, Asa Artman,
Evan Stranks, and Waqas Shahid and there topic was: Limebank
Road and Riverside Drive Realignment and Widening. All four
teams provided outstanding presentations, and the judging proved
to be quite difficult. We look forward to welcoming all the
participants into our profession.

Bruce was also able to take the opportunity to present
Dr. Ata Khan with his CITE Life Member Award. Dr. Khan joined
Carleton in 1969 where he has been a full professor since 1981

and served as Associate
Dean, Faculty of Engineering
and Design from 1998 to
2000. In addition to his
education contributions,
Dr. Khan co-leads a national
team that researches
technology for the next
generation of ‘smart’ cars.

He is an expert on traffic, traffic simulations, driver behavior and
director of Carleton’s Transportation Research Centre housed in
the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering.

At the time of writing, the NCS Executive is busily preparing for
our annual joint luncheon with TAC, held in conjunction with the
TAC Spring Meetings. This year’s speaker will be Alf Guebert, who
will be speaking on the topic of: Sustainability Benefits of Traffic
Engineering and Intelligent Transportation Systems and
Collaborations between CITE and TAC. If you didn’t join us this
year, please make plans to join us next year.

TORONTO

Escape from Suburbia: Beyond the American Dream
The Escape from Suburbia screening was held on February 11th,
2009 at Ryerson University. The screening was a great success!
A large crowd came out to Ryerson University to see the follow-up
to End of Suburbia and to hear from Director Greg Greene. 

Prior to the screening Greg explained why he made the follow-up
to End of Suburbia and the different perspectives taken in his
documentary. The group of ITE Toronto Section members and
students were entertained by the movie, which provides an
interesting look at the North American way of life and the
overwhelming dependence on a non-renewable energy source.
Following the screening, Greg and the audience engaged in an
interesting discussion of the topics raised in the movie and how
people are preparing for the inevitable “Peak Oil” event.

www.itesa.org


Special thanks to Director Greg Greene for answering questions
and discussing his approach, all the Single Occupant Vehicle
drivers that contributed the $2 surcharge, those that took the TTC
and still contributed the $2 surcharge, and Ryerson University for
hosting the event.

Note: the ITE Toronto Section Executive purchased a DVD of
Escape from Suburbia: Beyond the American Dream that is free
for use by ITE Toronto Section members. If you are interested in
borrowing this copy please email rmehra@ibigroup.com.

First Annual Joint Toronto/Hamilton/Southwest Ontario
Section Student Presentation Competition and Job Fair
The Annual Joint ITE Student Presentation Competition and Job
Fair was held on Wednesday, March 4th, 2009 at the University of
Waterloo. This year was the fourteenth year the Hamilton and
Toronto Sections have participated and the first year for the
Southwest Ontario section.

This year’s representatives at the job fair included MMM Group,
the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO), and iTRANS
Consulting. We thank all the companies who came out and
participated in the job fair and attended the student presentation.

The student presenters represented the University of Waterloo,
University of Toronto, and Ryerson University. Graduate student
presentation topics included public transit characteristics and
design, pervious concrete pavement, and a risk assessment model
for the marshalling of rail freight. Undergraduate presentation
topics included magnetic levitation trains and a GIS mapping
method.

Thanks to increased sponsorship through CITE, each presenter
received a prize in both graduate and undergraduate categories.
First Place received $350; second place received $150; and third

place received $100. The winner in the graduate category was
Vimy Henderson from University of Waterloo for her presentation
on pervious concrete pavement. The winner in the undergraduate
category was Jonathan Kwon and Hilbert Wong from Ryerson
University for their presentation on the extraction of 2D and 3D
Highway Geometric Parameters using high resolution stereo
satellite imagery. The winners will be entered into a national draw
for the chance to attend the 2009 Annual CITE Conference in
Montréal.

Gene Chartier, Vice President of CITE, was present to award the
prizes and provide an update on CITE activities.

We would also like to congratulate the other presenters: Sybil
Derrible from the University of Toronto, Morteza Bagheri from the
University of Waterloo, and Hammad Khan from Ryerson
University.

A great effort was put forward by the student and staff
representatives of the various schools participating in the event as
well as students providing entries for the competition. Special
thanks to Pedram Izadpanah and the University of Waterloo for
hosting the event and making it a success.

Road Pricing Breakfast Seminar
Tuesday, March 31st, 2009
ITE Toronto Section was very pleased to invite ITE members to an
early morning panel discussion on Road Pricing. Our experts
discussed the latest in road pricing technology and projects, both
abroad and at home. Our panel included:

• Imad Nassereddine, Chief Traffic Operations Officer,
407 ETR Concession Company

• John Freund, VP Sales, Sirit Inc.
• Dave Jull, Head of Transportation, MMM Group

Moderating the session was Dave Richardson from MMM Group.

Annual ITE Toronto Section Spring Luncheon Recap
On Friday, April 17th, approximately 40 people attended the annual
ITE Spring Luncheon held at the York Reception Centre. Our guest
speaker this year was Lorenzo Mele from the Association for

Commuter
Transportation of
Canada (ACT
Canada). Lorenzo is
the (TDM)
Coordinator for the
Town of Markham
Engineering
Department and he is

the Chair of the Board of Directors for the Association of Commuter
Transportation of Canada. ACT Canada is a national association that
was created to meet the needs of Transportation Demand
Management (TDM) professionals in Canada. Lorenzo provided us
with an informative insight into the role of TDM and some of the
initiatives being undertaken. Jim Gough also provided us with a
summary on what ITE is undertaking and Gene Chartier provided a
summary of national initiatives being undertaken by CITE.
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Recap of the 2008 ITE Toronto Section Annual General
Meeting and Christmas Luncheon
Thank you to all of you who attended our Annual General Meeting
and Christmas Luncheon on November 28th of last year. The event,
a favorite of our membership, was held at the Toronto Cricket and

Skating Club again last
year, with an
attendance of close to
100 people. Our
speaker was
Dale Albers, the Chief
Communications
Officer at the York
Region Rapid Transit
Corporation. Dale gave
an overview

presentation of their plans for rapid transit improvement and
expansion with a focus on the extension of the Yonge Subway line.

The annual event was also an opportunity to recognize some of
the contributions of our own members. Adrienne Long was
honored for her years of service on the Toronto Section Executive.
The Toronto Section also took the opportunity to thank
Doug Allingham for his leadership as chair of the Committee for
the 2007 CITE Conference here in Toronto.

This year’s raffle raised $200 for scholarships awarded by CITE -
the funds were matched by the Toronto Section for a total
contribution of $400. The raffle prize, generously donated by
Roundabouts Canada, was a pair of Blue Jays tickets. The winner
of the raffle was Nixon Chan from MMM.

We elected two new members to our Toronto Section Executive
as part of our Annual General Meeting. We are pleased to
announce that Nixon Chan from MMM will be our Membership
Coordinator this year and Mehemed Delibasic from AECOM will be
our Activities Coordinator.

ITE Lunch and Learn at the TTC Transit Control Centre Tour
The ITE Toronto Section hosted a very entertaining lunch and learn
session at the TTC Transit Control Centre on December 8th just
before the Christmas holidays. Attendance at the event quickly
filled up to capacity and was attended by a variety of both public
and private sector transportation practitioners.

The event was a special behind the scenes tour inside the main
TTC Transit Control Centre for ITE members only, where all subway
operations are handled. After the tour, participants were treated
to a free lunch at the control centre and given an opportunity to
ask questions to TTC staff to provide some insight into how the
subway system works.

The event was a great success. Thank you to Sean Fuller, Mike
Hazlett, and Sandy Tsirlis of the TTC for talking with our members
and helping make the event happen! Stay tuned for future events!

2008 ITE Toronto Section / Ontario Traffic Conference
Workshop: The Urban Streetscape, November 20, 2008

The ITE Toronto Section teamed with the Ontario Traffic
Conference (OTC) to bring to you a one day workshop on the
Urban Streetscape. Attended by over 90 participants, speakers
presented on a range of urban design and streetscapes topics.
The presenters were:

• Raj Mohabeer - Senior Coordinator of Special Projects,
Urban Design, Town of Markham

• Robert Freedman - Director of Urban Design, City of
Toronto

• Elyse Parker - Project Manager, Clean and Beautiful
City, City of Toronto

• Andrew Koropeski - Director, Transportation Services,
Toronto and East York District

• Kypros Perkileous - Manager, Co-ordinated Street
Furniture Program, City of Toronto

• Ian Roger - Manager Asset Management Department,
AECOM

• Phil Weber - Senior Project Manager, Ourston
Roundabouts Canada

The sessions included examples of streetscape projects from the
U.S. and how various challenges were overcome during design
and construction; initiatives of the City of Toronto including Urban
Design and Civic Improvements program, Clean and Beautiful City
program, Co-ordinated Street Furniture program, and Installation of
Street Furniture; revitalization of Cobourg’s main street; and the
role of streetscaping in designing roundabouts.

Participants came away better understanding the role of urban
streetscape in a transportation corridor and some of the initiatives
currently being undertaken.

UPCOMING EVENTS…

One Day Transportation Boot Camp
Friday, May 1st, 2009 - Location TBD
If you have ever wanted to learn about what your colleagues in
the wide field of transportation are doing, this is the event for you.
This one day seminar will bring together experts to present on
topics covering many diverse aspects of Transportation
Engineering and Planning. We have an excellent selection of
speakers and planned topics including:

• Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
• The Planning Act
• Forensic Engineering and Liability - Russell Brownlee,
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Giffin Koerth
• Human Factors in Transportation Engineering - Alison

Smiley, Human Factors North
• Transportation Impact Assessment and Parking -

Andre Filippetti, City of Toronto
• ITS Equipment - Ron Whitelock, iTRANS Consulting

Inc.
• Infrastructure Investment Strategies - Michael

Sutherland and David Pritchard, Metrolinx

The Transportation Boot Camp will be held on Friday, May 1st,
2009. The event will be held at a transit accessible location -
further details will be available shortly.

To register, please contact our Activities Coordinator, Mehemed
Delibasic at Mehemed.Delibasic@aecom.com, or (905) 238-0017
x 8305, by Friday, April 24th. The cost for the event is $100 for ITE
members and $125 for non-members. There is a special price of
$50 for student members with proof of student enrolment.
Payment can be made at the door by cash or cheque (made out to
ITE Toronto Section) and receipts will be issued at that time.

SOUTHWESTERN ONTARIO

The Southwestern Ontario Section, in conjunction with the
Hamilton and Toronto Sections, held their First Annual joint
Student Paper Presentation Competition and Job Fair on
Wednesday, March 4, 2009 at the William G Davis Centre on the
University of Waterloo Campus.

The evening began with a Job Fair that gave students the
opportunity to meet with industry professionals, make contacts
and learn about the different organizations and employers in our
industry. This event also provided the opportunity for employers to
get to know this year’s graduating students and see what kind of
research students at area universities and colleges are
undertaking.

The main purpose of the evening was to hear presentations from
two graduate students and three undergraduate students on a
broad range of transportation related topics. The presentations
included:

• Vimy Henderson (UW), who spoke on pervious
concrete pavement;

• Morteza Bagheri (UW), who outlined a methodology
using risk assessment for marshalling rail cars along
freight trains;

• Jonathan Kwan and Hilbert Wong (Ryerson), who
spoke on the use of GPS data in developing 2-D
networks;

• Muhammad Khan (U of T), who presented a
discussion of MAGLEV; and

• Sybil Derrible (U of T), who presented an alternative
theory of transit network characteristics and design.

Four judges adjudicated the presentations: Jim Mallett (Paradigm
Transportation Solutions), Dan Havercroft (Mohawk College),
Mark Jamieson (BA Group) and Rick Walshaw (Mohawk College),

and after the results were tallied, Sybil Derrible took home second
place for the graduate students, while Vimy Henderson’s
presentation prevailed. In the undergraduate category, third place
went to Muhammad Khan, with second to Morteza Bagheri and
first to Jonathan Kwan and Hilbert Wong.

The close of evening featured a presentation from our CITE vice-
president Gene Chartier who spoke about the importance of the
Student Chapters and their role in ITE, as well as an overview of
the upcoming ITE events.

We would like to recognize the efforts of the University of
Waterloo Student Chapter who contributed greatly to the success
evening. An organized and eager team of Student Chapter
members organized the venue, audio visual equipment and
catering. Chapter members worked tirelessly during the event to
make sure all the presenters had their presentations loaded and
functioning properly, employers had appropriate table space,
timekeeping was done and photos were taken. In addition, two
Chapter members presented excellent papers. The turnout from
the Chapter to help and to support colleagues presenting papers
was excellent. Their efforts made the jobs of the three Sections
very easy!

The event was well-attended with over 50 students, professors
and professionals taking in the evening. We look forward to
building on this year’s success and exceeding it next year.

ATLANTIC PROVINCES

The time has come for the Spring 2009 section meeting in Halifax,
Nova Scotia. The event will be held on Thursday, May 21st at the
Ramada Park Place Hotel and will be comprised of a full day
technical session of presentations and lunch catered by the Hotel.
Registration (including lunch) is $40 for members and non-
members, and $20 for students. Many thanks to Atlantic Road
and Traffic Management, Stantec Consulting Limited, Econolite
Canada, and the Nova Scotia Department of Transportation and
Infrastructure Renewal for sponsoring the upcoming spring
meeting.

The section is also hard at work preparing a bid proposal to host
the 2011 CITE annual conference in Halifax, Nova Scotia. The bid
committee has been established and are assembling the
proposal’s content. A venue has been selected and event
requirements are being identified. The proposal will be presented
to CITE Executive next month.

Last fall’s election for section executive resulted in Dwayne Cross
remaining in place as President for the next two years, Jamie
Copeland has moved up to Vice President, and Greg O’Brien has
joined the team as Secretary/Treasurer. Congratulations
gentlemen!
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RYERSON UNIVERSITY

On Wednesday, February 11th, the Toronto Section of ITE hosted
a screening of Escape from Suburbia, the sequel to the popular
documentary End of Suburbia, at Ryerson University. This
presentation featured a brief commentary by the Director and
Writer of the film, Greg Greene. RITE assisted the ITE Toronto
Section by securing free space for the event. Special thanks to
Dr. Mitchell Kosny and the School of Urban and Regional Planning
for providing the facilities to host this event.

RITE was pleased to hear the news of Jonathan Kwon and
Hilbert Wong’s victory at the Toronto, Hamilton, and Southwest
Ontario Sections First Annual Joint ITE Section Student
Presentation Competition in the undergraduate category.
Jonathan Kwon and Hilbert Wong are B.Eng students enrolled in
Ryerson University’s Civil Engineering undergraduate curriculum.
Their presentation on “Extraction of 2D and 3D Highway
Geometric Parameters Using High Resolution Stereo Satellite
Imagery” has brought Ryerson University to its third victory in a
row over the past three competitions. Last year, Bernard James
won the student presentation competition in the undergraduate
student category for his presentation on “Concrete Pavement for
Canadian Highways”, while I (Sean Nix) won Ryerson University
its first ever graduate category victory with a presentation on
“Smart Growth and Travel Behaviour in Canada” in 2007.

RITE is currently working on enhancing its liaison with the
University of Toronto’s ITE student chapter through cross-
promotion of ITE-related events and activities on the two
respective campuses. Stay tuned for more details.

Please visit us at www.civil.ryerson.ca/citesc for updates on this
ITE student chapter.

Sean Nix
Student Chapter President

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO

The University of Waterloo Institute of Transportation Engineers
(UW-ITE) student chapter has been very active during Winter
2009. Some activities that the UW-ITE student chapter have
participated in this term include the International ITE 2009 trip and
parking data collection effort, the 14th Annual Canadian ITE (CITE)
Student Presentation Competition and Job Fair, social gatherings,
guest lectures, and elections for new student executives.

ITE INTERNATIONAL - DATA COLLECTION
One way UW-ITE participates with the ITE at large is through the
2009 parking and data collection effort. In response to the
International Board’s 2009 Call for Proposals, UW-ITE has
submitted a survey proposal that was well-received by the
reviewing committee. The proposal involves collecting trip and

parking data for a small mosque located near the University of
Waterloo. The award is one of five 2009 data collection grants. 

The project is managed by PhD candidate, David Duong (student
coordinator), of the University of Waterloo, Vice President of
Synectics Inc., Alireza Hadayeghi (ITE mentor) and associate
professor Dr. Bruce Hellinga (faculty advisor) of the Department of
Civil and Environmental Engineering at the University of Waterloo.
Successful completion of this project for the International Board of
the ITE is anticipated during Spring 2009.

STUDENT PRESENTATION COMPETITION AND JOB FAIR
The 14th CITE Annual Student Presentation Competition and Job
Fair was held on March 4, 2009 in the Davis Centre at the
University of Waterloo. UW-ITE is proud to announce that two of
the three student presenters were also fellow members!

The UW-ITE student chapter helped facilitate this event on behalf
the Hamilton, Southwestern Ontario and Toronto ITE Sections.
District Vice President, Gene Chartier, was present to award the
student competition winner and to provide the audience with
valuable information about the CITE activities. Job fair participants
included the Ministry of Transportation Ontario, iTRANS and
Marshall Macklin and Monaghan. Invitation to this event was
extended to both graduate and undergraduate students and was
well attended.

Upon the success of the event, the UW-ITE student chapter’s
efforts were recognized with a letter of commendation from all
three CITE sections. UW-ITE is thankful for the opportunity to host
the informative and beneficial event.

SOCIAL EVENTS AND ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT
UW-ITE strongly encourages its members to practice a work-life
balance and holds social events to support this practice. Recently,
UW-ITE hosted an after work celebration in the Grad House at the
University of Waterloo on March 11, 2009 for faculty member,
Dr. Jeffrey Casello, in recognition of receiving tenure.
Professor Casello is one of the principle researchers at the
University of Waterloo Public Transportation Institute. He is jointly
appointed by the School of Planning and the Department of Civil
and Environmental Engineering. The members of UW-ITE would
like to congratulate Dr. Casello on his remarkable achievement!

In addition to a work-life balance, UW-ITE supports academic
development. On March 31, 2009, UW-ITE welcomed world
renowned expert in transportation engineering, Dr. Eric Miller, to
present an overview of the Integrated Land Use and Transportation
Environment (ILUTE). Professor Miller currently holds the
Bahen/Tenanbaum Chair in Civil Engineering at the University of
Toronto. The members of UW-ITE thank Dr. Miller for a very
worthwhile presentation! Both events were well attended by
UW–ITE members.

STUDENT CHAPTER NEWS

www.civil.ryerson.ca/citesc


EXECUTIVE ELECTIONS
UW-ITE student chapter held executive elections during the Winter
term. The new board of executives began as of April 1, 2009;
David Duong (President), Akram Nour (Vice President), Alaa Sind
(Program Director), Marian Saavedra (Secretary), Usama Shadah
(Treasurer) and Amir Ghods (Webmaster). The new executives
extend a whole hearted thank you to outgoing executives;
Pedram Izadpanah, Morteza Bagheri, Akram Nour, Mike Mandelzys,
Usama Shaday and Amir Golroo for all the hard work contributing to
the UW-ITE over the last year. 

The first meeting of the board of executive takes place on
April 22, 2009 to plan future academic and social activities for the
UW-ITE student chapter. It is the hope of the new executives to
follow the example of past executives of involvement with the
greater ITE community, including ITE members as guest speakers,
participation in ITE data collection efforts and conferences. UW-ITE
anticipates the new term with much excitement!

CITE
Southwestern,
Hamilton and
Toronto section
job fair held at
the University of
Waterloo
(iTRANS, MTO
and MMM
exhibits shown)

CITE
Southwestern,
Hamilton and
Toronto section
student
presentation
competition held
at the University
of Waterloo
(Morteza Bagheri
shown
presenting on

estimating derailment risks for dangerous goods movement using
fuzzy logic)

Marian Saavedra
Student Chapter Secretary

UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

This year the University of Manitoba ITE Student Chapter planned
and executed a wide assortment of activities. Our student
executive was committed to planning new and exciting events with

an emphasis on connecting students with transportation
professionals. From hosting guest speakers to going curling - we
made sure that the Student Chapter was always busy. Here are
some of the highlights from our year:

During the Holidays the Student Chapter organized a food donation
hamper on behalf of the Christmas Cheer Board. By supplementing
the food donations with the purchase of gifts, we were able to
deliver food and gift hampers to two families. The Christmas Cheer
Board Feed-a-Family program continues to be one of the most
rewarding activities that we participate in all year.

In January, five student chapter members traveled to Washington
D.C. to participate in the annual Transportation Research Board
conference. In addition to attending the conference, current Vice
President Aldo Nunez and Past President Jon Regehr were selected
to present papers they had prepared. The Student Chapter
members did an excellent job presenting and I would like to thank
all of the ITE members that came out to support them.

Recently the Student Chapter executive met with the Manitoba
Section executive to brainstorm ideas for future events. As a result
of that meeting we are now planning to host a Greenmodes
Workshop in late May and the first ITE Manitoba golf tournament
later on in summer. These events will be a great opportunity for
professional development as well as a place for students to meet
with future employers.

We have been busy fundraising for the annual CITE conference and
we are happy to report that 14 University of Manitoba students will
be attending this year! We look forward to seeing you all there.

Wrapping up the
Christmas Cheer
Board Gifts

Annual BBQ

Greg Blatz
Student Chapter President
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STUDENT CHAPTER

UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY

General elections have been held for the 2009/2010 Student
Chapter executive. I am pleased to announce that the following
individuals have been elected to their one-year posts, effective
May 1, 2009:

• Md. Shahadat Hossain; President
• Mr. Jeffrey Lo; Vice President and Web & I.T.

Management
• Md. Matiur Rahman; Treasurer
• Md. Shafayat Hossain; Secretary

Remaining activities this session include subsidizing nine students
to attend the ITS Canada 12th Annual General Meeting in
Edmonton, Alberta from May 09-13, 2009. Furthermore, we
anticipate to send a delegation of two students to represent the
Student Chapter at the CITE Montréal conference from May 30 –
June 03, 2009.

Worth noting – our student chapter email will change as of
May 1, 2009. Our new email will become uofcite@ucalgary.ca.
Our web address, http://www.uofcite.ca remains unchanged.

In conclusion, I thank all those who have made this year a
resounding success – our sponsors, our faculty advisor, the ITE
Southern Alberta Section, the Students Union – and of course, our
33 student members. It has been a pleasure to serve as President
and I wish the incoming executive well in their endeavors.

Tommy Au
Student Chapter President (Outgoing)

UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

The objective of UBC ITE SC is to assist the transportation
engineering students in understanding the responsibilities of
transportation engineers and what they have to offer. This is
demonstrated by the different projects that are currently
underway such as the Sea-to-Sky Highway improvements,
construction of the William R. Bennet Bridge and the Gateway
Program. There were a series of activities that were held and they
are outlined below.

GUEST LECTURES
Upon request from Professor Tarek Sayed (Student Chapter
Advisor) the following guest lecturers gave presentations to the
students on various topics in transportation engineering to
stimulate the interest of the students in the field. The lectures
included: 

ITS Related Lectures: 4th & 6th of November and 15th of
January, 2008
In addition to the theory that is taught in the undergraduate
transportation engineering courses, the students need to be
exposed to the applications of what they are learning. There were

two lectures offered by Clark Lim to two separate groups of
students (who are registered in transportation engineering
courses, CIVL340 and CIVL440). The nature of the lecture was to
introduce new aspects of Transportation Engineering such as
Intelligent Transportation Systems. For the CIVL440 class, Clark
gave two lectures on the 4th and 6th of November, 2008. For the
CIVL340 Class, the lecture was on 15th of January, 2009.

ICBC’s Road Improvement Program: 13th of November, 2008
On Thursday 13th of November, 2008, Mr. John Pump (Manager,
Road Improvement Program at ICBC) gave a presentation to the
undergraduate civil engineering students about the road
improvement strategies that are currently being studied at ICBC to
promote safety and reduce the risk of collisions.

Road Safety Audits: 6th November, 2008
On Thursday 6th of November, 2008, Mr. Sany Zein (Vice
President of Projects and Partner at Opus International
Consultants) gave a presentation to the graduate transportation
engineering students regarding Road Safety Audits. This is an
important safety performance examination of existing and/or
future developments by an independent audit team to study the
feasibility and implications of the development. This topic
interested the students and they felt that they benefited greatly
from the lecture.

UBC ITE SC INDUSTRY NIGHT: FEBRUARY 25th, 2009
The industry night is the main event of UBC ITE SC as it facilitates
the connection between the transportation industry and students
(undergraduate and graduate alike) through presentations given by
students showcasing their academic progress. In addition, it
presents the students with an opportunity to explore more options
and meet potential employers. There were a total of 13
companies that sponsored the event at various levels (gold, silver
and bronze) and 5 companies that attended the event without
sponsorship. Some of the main companies that contributed
include: Bunt and Associates, iTrans, Genivar and MMM. Figure 1
shows a few of the industry representatives.

Transportation engineering as a field is flexible in that it can be
integrated with more than one industry and that is why there is an
increase in the need for transportation engineers. This was proven
by the job opportunities that were presented by the industry
representatives at the UBC ITE SC Industry Night. Several
students were able to speak to potential employers to seek
summer employment or explore employment opportunities upon
graduation.

The UBC ITE SC Industry Night started with presentations from
the sponsoring companies; this allowed the students to
understand what the industry needs from transportation engineers
and what kind of jobs are available for them. Following that was
an hour of mingling which presented an excellent opportunity for

cont’d

mailto:uofcite@ucalgary.ca?subject=Student Chapter News
http://www.uofcite.ca
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UBC students to network with professionals in the field. To conclude
the event, the participating students competed in a student
presentation. 

The competition this year included both undergraduate and graduate
students; the results of the competition were as follows:

1. Mohamed El Esawey, Graduate (shown in Figure 2 -
left)

2. Elham Boozarjomehri, Graduate (shown in Figure 2 -
right)

3. Daniel Lai,Louis Cheung,Linda Qian Lin, Undergraduate
(shown in Figure 3 - left)

4. Ivan ChuBecky LaVincent Wong, Undergraduate (shown
in Figure 3 - right)

Figure 1: Shows
some of the
industry
representatives
who attended
the event.

Figure 2: Shows the 1st (left) and 2nd Place (right) winners accepting
their prizes

Figure 3: Shows the 3rd (left) and 4th (right) place winners accepting
their prizes

Shewkar Ibrahim
Student Chapter President

DISTRIBUTION DATES

The Canadian Institute of Transportation Engineers’ (CITE)
membership includes more than 1,700 transportation and
traffic engineers, planners, technologists and students across
Canada, enabling members with knowledge and competence
in transportation and traffic engineering to contribute toward
meeting needs for mobility and safety in Canada.

As part of our role in the Institute of Transportation Engineers
(ITE), who represents transportation professionals in more
than 70 countries, CITE contributes the Canadian perspective
and experience to broaden the expertise of all members.

Transportation Talk is the CITE member newsletter, delivered
quarterly to every CITE member.

IMPORTANT DATES FOR 2008/2009

ISSUE CONTRIBUTOR/ DELIVERY
ADVERTISER
DEADLINE

Annual Report...............June 19, 2009 ..............July 24, 2009

Fall Issue.......................Sept. 25, 2009..............Oct. 23, 2009

Winter Issue .................Dec. 18, 2009...............Jan. 22, 2010

ADVERTISERS

If you wish to advertise in the next issue of Transportation Talk,
we have a variety of ad sizes and frequency rates for you to
choose from. For information regarding ad rates and file
specifications, visit the CITE website as follows:

www.cite7.org/news/transportation_talk/advertising.php

If you have any questions regarding future advertising, or
require assistance, please contact the News Editor.

newseditor@cite7.org

The advertising booking deadline for the next issue is
June 1st, 2009.

http://www.cite7.org/news/transportation_talk/advertising.php
mailto:newseditor@cite7.org?subject=TT Advertising
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The 2008 Annual Conference compendium includes papers from the
wide range of technical sessions representing: transportation
engineering & planning, road safety, sustainability, green transportation
& climate change, commercial vehicles & goods movement, intelligent
transportation systems, and training & education.

2008 ANNUAL CONFERENCE COMPENDIUM - Victoria, BC

Many past conference compendiums are still available, though supplies are limited. These compendiums contain a large number
of papers covering a variety of past studies and research initiatives across Canada and parts of the U.S., and can still be a
valuable research aid. The compendiums still available include:

1997 Joint CITE/WCTA Conference - Vancouver, BC 2004 CITE Conference - Moncton, NB
1999 Joint AQTR/CITE Conference - Montréal, QC 2005 CITE Conference - Saskatoon, SK
2001 CITE Conference - Calgary, AB 2006 CITE Conference - Banff, AB
2002 CITE Conference - Ottawa, ON 2007 CITE Conference - Toronto, ON
2003 Joint District 4/CITE Conference - Winnipeg, MB

PAST CITE ANNUAL CONFERENCE COMPENDIUMS

The 2008 edition represents one of the most detailed reference guides available on the topic of
intersection capacity analysis, and has been updated to reflect current topics of interest including
safety and traffic responsive operation, along with an expanded array of saturation flow data
encompassing every region of the country. The new CCG also includes four worked examples,
reflecting a broad range of conditions.

A complementary initiative is the development of the InterCalc software, that replicates CCG
procedures for signalized intersections, and also includes a module for unsignalized intersection
analysis for cross-sections up to 6 lanes. InterCalc is available for download from www.InterCalc.ca.

$35.00 for CITE Members; $45.00 for Non-CITE members;
$20.00 for CITE student members

THE CANADIAN CAPACITY GUIDE FOR SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS (Third Edition)

Pedestrian (or half) signals have been in use in Canada since the mid-1960s, primarily in large
metropolitan areas. This device features signal control for vehicles on the major street and
pedestrians crossing the major street, and stop sign control for motorists approaching on the minor
street. Where they are used, pedestrian signals are part of the hierarchy of traffic control devices
commonly used by transportation professionals to enhance pedestrian safety.

This informational report contains the technical findings from a national review of pedestrian signals
and outlines the state of practice for the traffic control device, evaluates effectiveness and safety,
and identifies if the current design and application guidelines are still appropriate for Canada.

Available, free of charge, online at
http://www.cite7.org/resources/documents/Pedestrian%20Signals.pdf

A TECHNICAL REVIEW OF PEDESTRIAN SIGNALS IN CANADA

www.InterCalc.ca
http://www.cite7.org/resources/documents/Pedestrian%20Signals.pdf
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D I R E C T O R Y

Transportation Planning
Traffic Engineering
Class Environmental Assessments
Preliminary and Detailed Design
Contract Admin & Inspection

Transportation Master Plans
Site Access and Design

Traffic Operations
Parking Studies

Project Management
www.ColeEngineering.ca

Tel: 416.987.6161 Fax: 905.940.2064

www.ibigroup.com
OFFICES LOCATED IN NORTH AMERICA | EUROPE | THE MIDDLE EAST | ASIA

Transportation Networks 

Systems Technology 

Urban Land 

Building Facilities

Infrastructure

Environment

Communities

Facilities

Offices Across Canada and International
235 Yorkland Blvd., Suite 800, Toronto, Ontario

416.229.4646

www.dillon.ca

Jock Valley Engineering Ltd.

Unit 29, 1398 Pelham St., Fonthill, Ont.  L0S 1E7

Crossing Design
Safety Assessments
Anti-Whistling Assessments
Interconnection/Pre-emption

R. J. (Bob) Fish, P.Eng. (905) 401-1300
www.jockvalley.com

www.ColeEngineering.ca
www.cts-bc.com
mailto:admin@cts-bc.com?subject=Transportation Talk
www.dawatt.com
www.delcan.com
www.dillon.ca
www.ibigroup.com
www.itransconsulting.com
www.jockvalley.com
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80 Commerce Valley Dr. East, Thornhill, ON  L3T 7N4
t: 905.882.1100  |  f: 905.882.0055

www.mmm.ca

Toronto | Ottawa | Markham | Mississauga | 
Whitby | Winnipeg | Calgary | Fort McMurray | 

Edmonton | Kelowna | Kamloops | Vancouver |

Building Communities and Public Infrastructure 
for Canada and the World

Paradigm Transportation Solutions Limited
Waterloo, Cambridge, Burlington, Hamilton

Email:info@ptsl.com
Phone: 519-896-3163

905-381-2229
Fax: 1-866-722-5117

Transportation Planning

Transit Planning

Traffic Engineering

Parking Planning

Traffic Impact Studies
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Offices throughout North America

Infinite Solutions.
One Team.

Stantec’s transportation group provides 
comprehensive planning and engineering 
services for pedestrian, cycling, road, transit, 
rail, and aviation projects.
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T H E  S E R N A S  G R O U P
•  •  •SRM ASSOCIATES SERNAS TRANSTECH

Transportation Solutions for the Public &
Private Sectors for over 45 years

Transportation Planning

Traffic Engineering

Class EA Studies

Road & Structure Design

Roundabout Design Specialists

Whitby, Toronto, Richmond Hill, Mississauga

Tel: 905-686-6402, Fax: 905-432-7877

www.sernas.com www.roundabouts.ca • 

www.mmm.ca
www.ptsl.com
mailto:info@ptsl.com?subject=Transportation Talk
www.sernas.com
www.roundabouts.ca
www.synectics-inc.net
mailto:markham@urscorp.com?subject=Transportation Talk
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president@cite7.org

Vice President:  . . . . . . . . . Gene Chartier, P.Eng., MITE
vicepresident@cite7.org

Past President:  . . . . . . . . . Mike Skene, MITE
pastpresident@cite7.org
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Vancouver Island:  . . . . . . . Mitchell Jacobson, MITE
mjacobson@blvdgroup.ca

Greater Vancouver:  . . . . . . Thomas Kwan, P.Eng., MITE
president@citevancouver.org

BC Interior: . . . . . . . . . . . . Gordon Lovegrove, P.Eng., FITE
cite.bcinteriorchapter@gmail.com

Northern Alberta:  . . . . . . . Bruno Peters, P.Eng., MITE
bpeters@ibigroup.com

Southern Alberta:  . . . . . . . Ryan Vanderputten, P.Eng., MITE
Ryan.Vanderputten@calgary.ca

Saskatchewan:  . . . . . . . . . Nathan Gray, P.Eng., PTOE, MITE
Nathan.Gray@aecom.com

Manitoba:  . . . . . . . . . . . . Kerra Mruss, P.Eng., MITE
MrussK@mmm.ca

Southwestern Ontario:  . . . Kari Fellows, P.Eng., PTOE, MITE
Kari.Fellows@ontario.ca

Hamilton:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . Edward Soldo, P.Eng., MITE
soldoe@sympatico.ca

Toronto:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Julia Salvini, MITE
jsalvini@rogers.com

National Capital: . . . . . . . . Vanessa Black, P.Eng., MITE
vanessa.black@ottawa.ca

Québec:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paul Bourque, IAITE
pbourque@videotron.ca

Atlantic:  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dwayne Cross, P.Eng., MITE
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STUDENT CHAPTERS/ADVISORS

Ryerson University  . . . . . . Student Chapter
snix@ryerson.ca

University of British
Columbia  . . . . . . . . . . . . . Student Chapter

president@ubcite.org

University of Calgary . . . . . Student Chapter
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University of Manitoba  . . . Jeannette Montufar, P.Eng., MITE
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JUNE 1
•Sustainable Cities (TLC)

• Daniel Egan, City of Toronto
• Dr. Bruce Hellinga & Dr. Jeffrey Casello
• Michael Hubicki

•Traffic Signal Design
• Robert Hintersteiner
• Behzad Rouhieh, Concordia University
• Catherine Morency, École Polytechnique de Montréal

•Multimodal Strategies for Liveable Communities
• Robert Wasnea & Darryl Mullen, City of Edmonton
• Adrian Witte, Bunt & Associates
• Paul Mackay, SAFESTREETS

•Traffic Signal Simulation
• Kuo Cheng Huang, Concordia University
• Smith Siromaskul, HDR
• Arun Bhowmick, ISL Engineering and Land

JUNE 2
•Understanding Pedestrians

• Sophie Paquin & François Thérien, Direction de santé
publique de Montréal

• Rajnath Bissessar, City of Toronto
• Kelly McGillivray, Peoplecount

•Traffic Safety
• John Robinson, McCormick Rankin Corporation
• Smith Siromaskul, HDR
• Sébastien Drainville, École de Technologie Supérieure

•Walkable Communities
• Heather Stevenson, AECOM
• Dragana Mitic & Brian Patterson
• Michèle St-Jacques, École de Technologie Supérieure

•Safer Communities
• Timothy White, Southern New Hampshire
• David Arcement, New York City DOT
• Najib Habesch, Urban Engineers Inc.

•Planning for Major Events
• Richard Kapitan, SPVM

• Marc Desrivières, Ville de Québec
• James Campbell & Irene Kerr, VANOC 2010

•Traffic Collisions & Incidents
• Elena Zabolotnii, Saskatchewan Highways and Transportation
• Eric Salvas, SPVM
• James Donnelly, Urban Systems LTD

•Public Private Partnership
• Sandra Sultana
• Daniel Toutant
• Bob Nairn

JUNE 3
•Smart Growth

• Bosco Tong, iTRANS Consulting Inc.
• Dom Nozzi, Walkable Streets
• Ralph Hessian, SHRP 2-TRB

•SUSTAINABILITY STATE OF PRACTICE CONVERSATION
CIRCLE FEATURING

• Nik Luka, McGill University
•Car Sharing

• Catherine Morency, École Polytechnique de Montréal
• Kevin McLaughlin, AutoShare
• Yves Dallaire, Tecsult/AECOM

•Context Sensitive Design
• Louis Deschênes, Tecsult/AECOM
• Michael Griffith, New York City DOT
• Paul Bourque, PABECO Inc.

•Transit Priority Plan
• Karen Giese & Hansel Wang, PTV America
• Stephen Schijns, McCormick Rankin Corporation
• Karen Giese & Ian Fisher, PTV America

•New & Innovative Geometric Design
• Nadine Lafond, Tecsult/AECOM
• Smith Siromaskul, HDR
• Jan Voss & Eugene Wat, Creative Transportation

Solutions LTD

TECHNICAL PROGRAM

http://www.citequebec.org
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